Abstract-This paper presents a joint spectrum and energy efficiency maximization mechanism for device to device communication enabled wireless networks. Most approaches in the literature fail to take into account link heterogeneity in terms of their demands and the traffic they inject into the network. This paper presents a linear optimization formulation to allocate bandwidth to links, not only based on network topology but also based on traffic injection patterns of devices and link demands. We derive bounds on the achievable spectrum efficiency. The achieved spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency are further enhanced by deploying power control using M −matrix theory.
. An example network and it's corresponding "link graph". mechanisms indispensable for D2D communications in 5G networks [8] .
Spectrum efficiency is defined as the amount of information per unit available bandwidth [9] . Most approaches to spectrum efficiency consider homogeneous traffic requirements for all links. As an example, consider the network shown in Fig. 1 (a) and its corresponding "link graph" in Fig. 1 (b) . Every vertex in the link graph is a link in the original network and two vertices in the link graph share an edge if the corresponding links share a common sensor or device in the original network. Using the graph coloring mechanism in [10] , node A obtains 2 channels and nodes B, C, D and E obtain one channel each. However, if it is turn out that the node C (i.e., link (3, 4) in Fig. 1 (a) ) is going to generate most of the traffic, then it would be more efficient to allocate more channels to node C even though the algorithm in [10] applied to this topology suggests best use of spectrum when more channels are assigned to node A.
D2D networks use devices that operate at low power. Therefore, it is essential to transmit maximum information for every unit energy they expend (called the energy efficiency [11] ). Energy efficiency and spectrum efficiency were traditionally viewed as trade-offs. Research on joint energy and spectrum efficiency did not consider link heterogeneity. Also, most current literature maximize available capacity. However, bandwidth requirements for users is based on their individual demands, by catering to which, energy efficiency can be increased. As an example, let a power of 1 W enable a link to have a capacity of 1 Mbps. Then energy 2332-7731 c 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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efficiency is 1 Mbps/ 1 W = 10 6 b/J. But the link may only have a demand of 100 Kbps. Applying fundamental power control mechanisms [12] , the power requirement can reduce to less than 1 mW making energy efficiency 10 8 b/J, which is 2 orders of improvement. The key contribution of this paper is a joint spectrum and energy efficient solution in D2D networks that take into account (i) network topology, (ii) traffic patterns, (iii) individual link demands and power transmission capacity of individual devices. First, we obtain the limits of the maximum achieved spectrum efficiency as demands grow arbitrarily large. Next, we incorporate energy efficiency by making devices transmit at powers just sufficient enough to maintain the required quality of communication. The lower transmit powers enables increase of spectrum reuse among the links and thus, further improves the achieved spectrum efficiency. The proposed joint spectrum and energy efficiency mechanism is shown to yield an improvement between 25% to up to 4 orders of magnitude in spectrum efficiency and between 25% to up to 5 orders of magnitude in the energy efficiency, compared to approaches in the existing literature, depending on the network topology and traffic generation patterns of the nodes in the network.
In the rest of the paper, Sections II and III provide the related literature and the system model, respectively. Spectrum and energy efficiency are detailed in Section IV. Section V discusses the results and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Energy and spectrum efficiency in D2D were traditionally considered a trade-off, e.g., [11] and [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Zhou et al. [13] discussed the tradeoff between energy efficiency and spectrum efficiency using the properties of nonlinear fractional programming for single-hop networks and Wei et al. [11] provided a trade-off scheme between spectrum and energy efficiency for multi-hop scenarios. Chen et al. [14] studied power minimization offering minimum bandwidth to users. Spectrum efficiency agnostic energy efficiency was studied in [15] , by interference control between D2D and cellular users. Fodor et al. [16] considered a joint power control and resource allocation by assuming no spectrum reuse. Maghsudi and Stanczak [17] analyzed the maximum channel capacity of individual channels to allocate the best channel to users. Additional literature for maximizing spectrum efficiency in D2D networks include Zipf distribution based approaches [18] , combinatorial auctioning [19] , heuristical simplifications [20] and complex exhaustive searches [21] .
Joint spectrum and energy efficiency was discussed in recent times, e.g., [22] [23] [24] [25] (and the references there in). A cloud orchestration architecture was used to decrease energy consumption in smart phones [22] . Xiao et al. [23] developed a framework on joint mobile association and transmission mode switching between the direct and the D2D relay modes to improve spectrum and energy efficiency.
In [24] and [25] , auction theory was used for joint capacity and power optimization.
Most of the current literature conserve energy and achieve spectrum efficiency by maximizing Shannon channel capacity. However, links in D2D networks do not always utilize the full channel capacity. Spectrum is utilized better when more links reuse the same bandwidth. Current literature considers only network topology but not device traffic patterns and demands for reuse. This paper presents a joint spectrum and energy efficiency based on traffic pattern, demands of individual links and consuming minimal energy.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider a typical D-node D2D network with a centralized controller (which may either be a base station, or a relay node that can connect to all local devices). All nodes can communicate with the centralized controller directly using a separate pilot or control channel [26] . The system has limited bandwidth available and all pairs of communicating nodes must share the available bandwidth. Since communication between any pair of nodes is equivalent to the communication along the link or edge between the corresponding nodes, all bandwidth must be shared by all the links. Therefore, a D2D network is also represented by its link graph or edge graph, where in, each vertex in the edge graph represents a link in the original network and two vertices in the edge-graph have an edge between them if the corresponding links share a common node in the original network.
Each node injects a different amount of traffic into the network. This depends on the device type. As an example, in an air quality monitoring system, the sensor that measures the amount of sulfur dioxide, ozone and nitrous oxides may inject more traffic than another sensor that measures the levels of ozone alone. The amount of traffic injected by a node, in turn, affects the amount of traffic on all the links incident on the node. For instance, in Fig. 1(a) , let node 4 generate 40% of the system traffic and node 3 generate 30% of the total system traffic (which the centralized controller can know based on the device type [27] ). If nodes 3 and 4 communicate with all their one hop neighbors with equal probability [28] , then the fraction of the total system traffic on link B = (3, 4) is 30 100 = 0.3. In general, let g i be the fraction of the system traffic carried by link i. Additional techniques to obtain the parameter, g i in can be found in [29] . Finally, the system itself may have a preference on the frequency of measurements from certain links, which, is termed as the preferred demand of the system from the link. The link should meet this demand if it has the available resources. One example is, the demand may depend on the preferred frequency of measurements of a critical link in health care [30] or military applications [31] .
The goal is to provide a mechanism to maximize achieved spectrum and energy efficiency taking into account, (i) the power/energy limitations of every device, (ii) the limited availability of bandwidth in the system, (iii) the traffic injected by each device (and in turn, on each link) and (iv) the demands of system on individual links. The network has N links. The total available bandwidth in the system is B and each device, u, has a maximum transmit power, P (u) max . Link i generates a fraction, g i , of the total system traffic and the system poses a preferred information demand d i on it.
IV. SPECTRUM AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

A. Spectrum Efficiency
A D2D network can be modeled as a graph, G( V, E), where V is the set of devices and E is the set of single hop links in the network. Let the edge graph of G( V, E) by G (V, E) . In the graph G(V, E), vertex i generates a fraction, g i of the total traffic in the system. The available system bandwidth, B, must be shared by all vertices of G. Links in G that do not interfere with each other can reuse the same bandwidth [32] . Thus, the corresponding vertices in G can reuse the bandwidth.
To provide an achieved spectrum efficiency, it is essential to formulate an appropriate optimization problem, i.e., an appropriate objective function and appropriate constraints. We first formulate the constraints. In order to define the reuse constraints quantitatively, we provide the following definition from graph theory.
Definition 1 [33] : An independent set, V , of a grapĥ G(V,Ê) is a subset of the vertex set,V, such that no two vertices in V have an edge between them. An independent set which is not a proper subset of another independent set of G, is called a maximal independent set (MIS) ofĜ.
The MIS of G then provides the maximal sets of vertices of G that can reuse the same bandwidth without causing degradation in the quality of each others' communication.
Let the graph G contain M number of maximal independent sets. Let
, represent a matrix that provides information on every MIS any vertex belongs to, as well as the set of vertices in each MIS. Formally,
Now, we modify the problem of allocating bandwidth to vertex, i into one of allocating bandwidth to each MIS. Note that two vertices belonging to the same MIS can reuse the same bandwidth. However, different MIS must be allocated completely disjoint bandwidth (i.e., completely nonoverlapping portions of the bandwidth). 1 In other words, when a vertex i is part of MIS j and MIS j , the bandwidth it obtains from MIS j and that obtained from MIS j are disjoint. Therefore, the bandwidth allocated to vertex i, is then the sum of all bandwidths it obtains from every single MIS it is part of. This bandwidth should be sufficient to for every vertex i in G to carry its information. Here, information is defined in terms of the number of raw bits transmitted.
Let η be the desired spectrum efficiency, i.e., the average information per unit bandwidth, the system desires to provide. Then, the total information carried by all nodes in the system is Bη. Since, vertex i in G generates a fraction, g i , of the total system traffic, it is expected to carry Bηg i amount of information. Let X j be the amount of bandwidth allocated to all vertices in MIS j (since all vertices in an MIS can reuse the same bandwidth). The allocated bandwidth to all the links of the D2D network (i.e., vertices of G) must be sufficient enough to support the desired information efficiency, η. Therefore, one constraint of the spectrum efficiency maximization problem is
Since every MIS obtains a disjoint portion of the available bandwidth, the sum of the bandwidth allocated to all the MIS cannot exceed the total available bandwidth in the system, B. However, spectrum efficiency is maximized only when the entire bandwidth is utilized. This leads to another constraint,
We finally develop the objective function. In order to utilize bandwidth effectively, every node should only be allocated enough bandwidth to carry necessary information, which is Bηg i as discussed earlier. Further, every vertex in G has a preferred information demand, d i (as mentioned in Section III).
There could be scenarios where the information demand, d i cannot be met due to scarcity of available bandwidth. Yet, it would be inefficient, both in terms of achieved spectrum efficiency as well as energy consumption, if a link is allocated bandwidth that exceeds its preferred information demands. Based on the above arguments, we write the objective function of the achievable spectrum efficiency problem as
The objective function in (4) should be maximized subject to the constraints (2) and (3). Note that constraint (2) does not feature d i since the information carried due to bandwidth availability cannot change because of the demand. The demand is only used to avoid over-provisioning to bandwidth to any vertex in G but cannot enhance bandwidth availability to any vertex of G. Also, if Bηg i > d i , then constraint (2) ensures that the preferred demand will be met. The formulation of the objective function in (4) and the definition of the desired spectrum efficiency, η, (average information per unit bandwidth) raises the following question:
Q1: Can the achieved spectrum efficiency, S(η) be equal to the desired spectrum efficiency, η? In order to answer the question raised above, we perform a more detailed analysis of the objective function in (4) . Let
Then dividing constraints, (2) and (3) by B and using (5), we can write two new constraints in terms of Y j as
and
Now consider the linear program, Maximize (4) subject to the constraints (6) and (7) . The solution to this linear program provides the same optimal allocation that would be provided by maximizing (4) subject to the constraints (2) and (3), since it only involves a linear scaling by a factor, B. Note that the solution to the linear program depends on the desired spectrum efficiency, η. Let S(η) be the optimal solution (i.e., maximum achievable spectrum efficiency).
We now proceed in the following sequence to relate the optimal achievable spectrum efficiency, S(η) and η, particularly in answering the question Q1: posed preceding (5).
• First, we describe the nature of S(η) (Theorem 1).
• Next, we determine, When is S(η) = η? (Theorem 2).
• Finally, What is lim η→∞ S(η)? (Theorems 4 and 5). Proof:
, sorted in the non-decreasing order, i.e.,
The above expression for S(η) is linear in η. However, the slope varies depending on the value of k, i.e., depending on
, the slope is N i=k g i , which is non-negative for every η.
This proves the non-decreasing, piece-wise linear properties. For any k,
using the fact that
where, 
subject to the constraint
Proof: Consider the definition of η 0 in Theorem 2. Let (6) and (7) can be re-written dividing by η as
and M j=1
η . Theorem 3 shows that up to some value, η 0 , the slope of S(η) is 1. The concavity property in Theorem 1, in turn, implies that as η increases beyond η 0 , the slope reduces to below 1, which may further reduce as η increases. This raises Q3: Is there a value of η,η, beyond which, the achieved spectrum efficiency, S(η) saturates to a constant?
The following theorem provides the answer to question Q3. Theorem 4: Letη be the solution to the Linear program min η (16) subject to the constraint
in addition to constraints (6) and (7). Then, S(η) would saturate, i.e., remain constant with respect to η, ∀η ≥η. Proof: When constraint (17) is satisfied along with (6) and (7), then
B , ∀ η >η, i.e., η. Theorem 4 indicates that after a certain threshold value of the desired spectrum efficiency (given byη), the achievable spectrum efficiency, S(η) is only a function of the demands, d i . This raises the final question on the spectrum efficiency.
Q4: If demands, d i and η are arbitrarily large, can the achieved spectrum efficiency (which will be less than the desired spectrum efficiency, η, grow arbitrarily large or will it still saturate to a finite value?
The intuitive answer to Q4: should be "it will saturate", because it would result in an impractical realization of a system (arbitrarily large achieved spectrum efficiency). A more formal explanation would stem from the fact that, as η grows arbitrarily large, constraint (6) will be violated at some threshold value of η and for values of η larger than this threshold. The following theorem provides a detailed analytical answer to question Q4.
Theorem 5: Let η max be the solution to the linear program, (16) subject to the constraints
and (7). Then, ∀ η ≥ η max , S(η) ≤ MIS max , where MIS max is the size of the MIS with maximum number of elements.
Proof: The allocation of bandwidth to individual vertices of G is identical to the allocation of bandwidth to the MIS. Therefore the total information in the system is M j=1 X j MIS j , where MIS j is the number of elements, i.e., vertices of G in the j th MIS. Therefore, the achieved spectrum efficiency, which is the information per unit bandwidth, can alternatively be defined as
from (5). The maximum achieved spectrum efficiency, S(η), is then the maximum value of (19) for arbitrarily large values of η when constraint (6) are violated for every i, i.e., constraint (18) . Since S(η) = MIS max for a feasible solution, MIS max is the maximum possible value that S(η) can achieve. The bound can be actually achieved when g i > 0 only for those vertices of G belonging to the MIS with cardinality MIS max and zero for all other vertices.
Theorem 5 then suggests that even if the system poses infinite information demands on the links of the original D2D network, even at arbitrarily large desired spectrum efficiency, η, the achieved spectrum efficiency is finite and bounded by MIS max . Intuitively, MIS max provides the maximum number of links of the original D2D network that can reuse the same bandwidth. If all bandwidth is only used by these links, this results in maximum reuse, i.e., maximum achieved spectrum efficiency.
Throughout the achieved spectrum efficiency analysis in this subsection, we assumed that neighboring links of the D2D network (i.e., vertices of G) cannot reuse the same bandwidth. While making this assumption, it was assumed that all nodes of the D2D network transmit at maximum power. Then, Q5: By reducing the transmit power can we have neighboring links of the D2D network reuse bandwidth? Q6: What are the necessary and sufficient conditions that must be satisfied to reduce transmit power and yet not compromise on the quality of the communication?
Q7: Can there be a scenario when all links can reuse bandwidth by suitably controlling the transmit powers?
These questions motivate the development of energy efficiency mechanisms discussed in the next subsection and tying it back to the spectrum efficiency analysis discussed in this subsection.
B. Energy Efficiency
One means to reduce energy consumption (i.e., increase energy efficiency) is by all devices transmitting at power less than their maximum transmission power capacity. Another advantage that can be provided by lowering the power of transmission is that neighboring links of the network in Fig. 1(b) may be able to reuse the same bandwidth. However, reducing the power of transmission may cause degradation in the quality of the signal because of interference suffered from other concurrent transmissions using the same bandwidth. So it is essential to devise a proper power control mechanism, to not only reuse bandwidth more efficiently and save energy, but also to ensure that the quality of communication remains acceptable.
To provide the power control mechanism to answer Q5:−Q7:, we revert from the edge graph, G, back to the original D2D network graph, G, because bandwidth is allocated to links but power is transmitted by the devices themselves. In order to describe the analysis for the power control, we make the following assumptions.
• Every device, u transmits with power, P u and can transmit at a maximum power, P
max .
• When a device, v receives signal from another device, u, on a given bandwidth, the signal received from all other one hop neighboring devices [34] .
• The system has a background white noise with power spectral density, N 0 (Watts/Hz), yielding a total background noise of B v N 0 , where B v is the total bandwidth used by device, v, which is also reused by all links incident on v.
• The communication incident from any device, u to another device, v, is required to meet a minimum quality, uv , defined as the minimum signal-to-interference-noiseratio (SINR) [34] the directed link (u, v) requires.
• There are other interference canceling methods a receiving device may deploy, (e.g., spatial diversity, spectrum spreading, etc.). Communication from device, u, to device, v, experiences a noise cancellation gain, G uv , due to these techniques.
• A device v experiences a channel gain, h uv , from another device, u. This parameter indicates the amount of attenuation (or power loss) a signal transmitted by u undergoes before being received by v. Consider L links that simultaneously reuse the same bandwidth, i.e., L devices simultaneously transmit using the same bandwidth, to a device, v. Device, v, receives signal from all u ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , L}. For any u ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , L} that v receives signal from, signal received from any u ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , L}, u = u, The quality of information due to signal from u, uv , is therefore, the SINR at v due to signal from u, which can be written as [35] 
In order for v to maintain a minimum required quality of communication from all concurrently transmitting devices in the same bandwidth, uv ≥ uv , ∀ u. Once again, using the property of convex optimization problems [36] , uv = uv in order to minimize average transmit power. Then, energy efficiency is maximized by solving
subject to the constraints,
If (21) can be solved subject to constraints, (22) and (23), that provides the answer to question Q5. According to constraint (22), the energy efficiency problem with respect to a single receiving device, v, is the solution to the set of linear equations,
The set of equations in (24) can be written as the matrix equation, (25) as shown at the bottom of the next. Note that the matrix, H, in (26) as shown at the bottom of the next is a Z−matrix [37] , i.e., a matrix whose off diagonal elements are non-positive. The following result in [37] will be used to obtain a necessary condition for the feasibility of the set of conditions in (25), i.e., a solution to (25) 
Lemma 1 [37] : The set of expressions represented by (25) has a feasible solution, i.e., P u ≥ 0, ∀ u, if and only if H is an M −matrix (A Z− matrix is called an M − matrix if it's inverse has all non-negative elements [37] ).
In order to apply Lemma 1, we need to obtain conditions under which H defined by (26) is an M − matrix. Note that H can be rewritten as (27) , 2 as shown at the bottom of the next, which can be used along with the Sherman-Morrison formula in Lemma 2 to develop the result provided in Theorem 6. Lemma 2 (Sherman-Morrison Formula [38] ): For any matrix n × n matrix, A = B − af T , where B is a non-singular 2 In (27), (.) T represents the transpose of a matrix or a vector.
Theorem 6: The necessary condition for the energy efficiency problem (i.e., solving (21) subject to (23) to have a feasible solution (i.e.,
Proof: Applying Lemma 2 to (27) ,
From (27) (27) yields (29) .
When (29) is satisfied it ensures P u ≥ 0, ∀ u according to Lemma 1 but does not ensure,
max . Therefore, the condition in (29) is necessary but not sufficient. It would become necessary and sufficient if P When the maximal set of receiving devices for which Theorem 6 is satisfied, is determined, it provides maximum energy efficiency for the system. The maximal independent sets discussed in Section IV-A is further updated (updating the matrix, M in (1). The updated m ij is used in Theorems 3−5 to determine the enhanced spectrum efficiency.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We consider a D2D network with 30 nodes and a bandwidth, B = 50 MHz [1] . We generate random geometric graphs [39] with graph density, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 to represent sparse, moderately dense and dense graphs, respectively. For each of the cases, we generate three kinds of traffic patterns: (i) all nodes generating equal traffic (called "uniform traffic" scenario), (ii) when nodes with larger number of neighbors generate larger amount of traffic, called the scenario of "more traffic at dense nodes". Here, we make for each device, u g(u) = node degree(u) and then normalized so that u∈ V g(u) = 1. Scenario (iii) called the "more traffic at sparse node" simulates a scenario when more traffic is generated by nodes that have lesser neighbors. This is achieved by making g(u) = D − 1 − node degree(u) and then normalizing to make u∈ V g(u) = 1. In all the cases, the link traffic pattern, g i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N is obtained from node traffic pattern assuming that all nodes are equally likely to communicate with each of their one hop neighbors [28] . For each of the scenarios we generate 100000 instances on Ubuntu Linux platform and use MatlabR2015b to run the optimization routines. We vary the value of the desired spectrum efficiency, η and for simplicity of computations, assume d i = Bηg i .
We compare the performance of our proposed mechanism with existing mechanisms in the literature. We choose the spectrum allocation mechanism in [10] because it yielded better spectrum efficiency than other approaches. We first present the achieved spectrum efficiency performance in Fig. 2 . In the legends of Figs. 2 and 3, "Uniform traffic" corresponds to all devices generating equal amount of traffic. "More traffic at dense nodes" is the scenario when nodes with larger number of neighbors, i.e., the dense nodes generating larger traffic. The scenario, "More traffic at sparse nodes" is one in which nodes with lesser degree generates more traffic. "Existing Mechanism" depicts results for spectrum allocation using the algorithm in [10] .
As expected, uniform traffic and more traffic in sparse nodes provide better achieved spectrum efficiency compared to the scenario of more traffic at dense nodes. This is because, dense nodes have more links incident on them and when they generate more traffic, more links that cannot reuse bandwidth inject more traffic into the network. This results in lesser reuse overall, and thus lower achieved spectrum efficiency. Another observation is that for a sparse graph (graph density= 0.2 in Fig. 2(a) ), S(η) < η. This is because, for low graph density, the network is disconnected and hence, the achieved spectrum efficiency should actually be computed by considering g i for each link in each component separately. However, our formulation considers g i normalized over the whole network. This results in lower individual g i , which results in lesser value of Y i due to (6) , which, in turn, results in lower values of S(η).
As observed from Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), for connected graphs, (when graph density= 0.5 and graph density = 0.8), all scenarios perform better than existing mechanism. For a moderately dense graph (graph density= 0.5, Fig. 2(b) ) ,the scenario of dense nodes injecting more traffic provide 20% improvement to the achieved spectrum efficiency, compared to the existing mechanisms while scenario of uniform traffic and sparse nodes generating more traffic provide improvement in achieved spectrum efficiency of 2 orders of magnitude. For a dense network (Fig. 2(c) ), the scenario of dense nodes injecting more traffic provides 50% improvement in achieved spectrum efficiency over existing mechanisms while the scenario of uniform traffic and sparse nodes injecting more traffic provide 4 orders of magnitude of improvement. The scenario of uniform traffic provides significant improvement to achieved spectrum efficiency compared to existing mechanisms (which also assume uniform traffic). This is because, existing mechanisms allocate bandwidth to links and hence assume all links carry uniform traffic, where as, we weight the traffic of each link by the traffic on the node and the number of neighbors for each node. This, inherently provides heterogeneity to links, which is exploited by our approach.
The energy efficiency following the analysis described in Section IV-B is depicted in Fig. 3 . We use a maximum transmit power of 2 W for each device. The h uv 's are generated using the Okamura-Hata model [34] . We measure the energy efficiency as the ratio of the product of the achieved spectrum efficiency and the bandwidth to the average transmit power. The trends for the behavior of the three scenarios of the proposed approach and their comparative performance using existing mechanisms are similar to those observed for the achieved spectrum efficiency (Fig. 2) . The order of improvement of the scenario with uniform traffic and that with sparse nodes generating more traffic is 25% compared to existing mechanisms for a sparse graph (graph density= 0.2, Fig. 3(a) ). The improvement is about two and half orders of magnitude for graph density of 0.5 ( Fig. 3(b) ) and about 5 orders of magnitude for a graph density of 0.8 ( Fig. 3(c) ). It is observed that the energy efficiency is not a monotonic function of the desired spectrum efficiency, η. This is because the average transmit power does not exhibit any specific trend with respect to achieved spectrum efficiency. While there are points of local maximum and minimum can be observed, they are experimental observations but cannot be verified analytically. Essentially, it would be erroneous to draw conclusions that points of local minimum are minima or that points of local maximum are optimal.
Finally, we evaluate the spectrum efficiency after deploying the energy efficiency discussed in Section IV-B (see Fig. 4 ) for graph density, 0.5 ( Fig. 4(a) ) and graph density 0.8 ( Fig. 4(b) ). It is observed that the energy efficiency method (power control) discussed in Section IV-B enhances the spectrum efficiency. This is because, power control increases the size of each MIS (see Q6:) and may also make all links belong to a single MIS (Q7:), thus achieving the bound in Theorem 5. Thus, the research in this paper results in joint spectrum and energy efficiency in D2D networks.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a joint spectrum and energy efficiency mechanism that took the device traffic patterns and individual demands into account. The proposed approach is shown to provide an improvement between 25% to up to 4 orders of magnitude in spectrum efficiency and between 25% to up to 5 orders of magnitude in energy efficiency compared to existing mechanisms, depending on the network topology and traffic injection patterns of the nodes. Enhancement of the proposed approach to multi-hop networks is under investigation.
